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Schedule of Activities 
 

The schedule listed below presents the major activities associated with the RFP distribution, written questions, 
and proposal submission.  While there is no guaranteed date for the award of a contract, an anticipated date of 
award is also given.  The City of Mount Sterling reserves the right at its sole discretion to change the Schedule 
of Activities, including the associated dates and times.   

Release of RFP on website(s) May 20, 2020 
Newspaper Advertisement in Mount Sterling Advocate  May 20, 2020 
Written Questions due by: 2:00 p.m. May 28, 2020 
Anticipated Responses to Written Questions May 29, 2020 
Proposals Due by: 3:00 p.m. June 9, 2020 
Proposals are reviewed and scored June 15, 2020 
Anticipated Date of Award   June 16, 2020 

*NOTE:  ALL TIME REFERENCES ARE EASTERN TIME ZONE 

All bid/proposal deliveries shall be time stamped no later than the due date and time defined in this RFP. In person 
or courier delivered bids/proposals in response to this RFP should be delivered a minimum of thirty minutes to 
an hour earlier than the published closing time to allow for any electronic GPS navigational issues and delivery to 
the address listed on the Solicitation Title Page.  Delays due to GPS navigational issues shall not be justification 
for acceptance of a late bid. Vendor attention to this advisory is encouraged. 
 
 
 

Access to Request for Proposal and Addenda 
 
The Request for Proposals and any addenda will be available at http://gwadd.org/rfps-public-comment/    
It is the responsibility of the Respondent to obtain copies of all information and forms. 
 
All questions must be submitted in writing to the Agency Contact listed as the Sole Point of Contact on the Title 
Page. Respondents are encouraged to submit written questions by email pursuant to the Schedule of Activities 
stated above. Questions should be numbered without any column or tables.  Oral questions will not be accepted 
at any time.  The final deadline for written questions is listed in the schedule above.  No questions will be accepted 
after that date.  The City of Mount Sterling will respond to salient questions in writing by issuing an Addendum to 
the Solicitation.  The Addendum shall be posted at http://gwadd.org/rfps-public-comment/. 
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Background Information 
 
The City of Mount Sterling has been approved for funding from the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) to 
conduct an economic impact and feasibility study for a proposed new clinic facility to provide free primary health 
and dental care to primarily employed patients who are uninsured or under-insured. Currently, the Post Clinic is 
at an operational capacity in the current facility due to the high costs of operations in an inefficient older building, 
lack of ADA accessibility, damp storage areas, and the challenge of recruiting new providers and volunteers to 
work in a dilapidated facility. An economic impact and feasibility study is needed to determine the viability and 
practicality of constructing a new facility for a free clinic in Mount Sterling, Kentucky and examine other potential 
alternatives.    
 
The Post Clinic is currently located in a 4,400 square foot building donated to the Clinic from a local family with 
long-standing ties to the medical community. The Post Clinic uses the building to house both medical and dental 
services. The building, however, is nearing sixty years of age, and a lot of the components, such as the windows 
and plumbing, are original to the structure. Due to its various aging and deteriorating components and lack of 
ADA accessibility, the cost of rehabilitating the existing building was estimated to be $884,308, nearly as much as 
constructing a new facility at $1,346,769.  A copy of the September 2018 opinion of probable cost for renovation 
of the existing clinic, and a September 2019 preliminary engineering report for construction of a new facility 
prepared by CMW, Inc. Architects and Engineers are attached at the end of this RFP. 
 
A decision was made to seek funding to construct a new facility for the Post Clinic.  The proposed new facility will 
be approximately 3,732 square feet and will be located adjacent to the existing Post Clinic building at 15 Sterling 
Avenue in Mount Sterling where a parking lot is currently (Latitude: 38.062077, Longitude: -83.947085).  Funding 
for construction of the proposed facility will come from two grants; the Kentucky Department for Local 
Government has committed $500,000 of Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds, the remaining 
construction funds from a grant from the ARC.   
 
Prior to providing an investment of federal funds for either renovation of the existing facility or construction of a 
new facility, the ARC requested that an economic impact and feasibility study be conducted to determine the 
viability and practicality of constructing a new facility for a free clinic in Mount Sterling, Kentucky and examine 
other potential alternatives.   ARC agreed to provide 100% of the $50,000 requested to conduct this study. 
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Invitation 
 

The City of Mount Sterling is inviting proposals from highly qualified firms (“Respondents”) with expertise in 
economic impact, viability, and feasibility studies to conduct a study to determine if construction of a new facility 
is the best practical application of grant funds. 
 

Scope of Services 
 
The New Post Clinic Facility Economic Impact and Feasibility Study will include the following components:  
1) Project Scope Description; 2) Market Analysis; 3) Service/Project Requirements; 4) Project Approach; 
5) Evaluation and Final Recommendation; and 6) Post Clinic Growth Plan/Strategy.  
 
The Project Scope Description will thoroughly explain current challenges and assess the existing structural, 
organizational, and operational capacity limits of the Post Clinic. The Post Clinic’s primary and secondary 
service areas will be clearly defined using existing client information as well as potential customer 
demographics in the region. Goals, objectives, and desired outputs and outcomes will be established to 
guide the economic impact and feasibility study; especially the evaluation of viable alternatives.  
 
The Market Analysis will consider the existing medical services environment in the service area, client 
demand in the service area, and the economic impacts of expanding free clinic services in the region. The 
analysis of the existing medical services environment will include a summary of all existing medical and 
dental services available along with the associated fees, a comparison of the Post Clinic’s services with 
other providers, and a description of any unmet medical and/or dental services needs in the service area. 
Client demand will be evaluated using existing client data, uninsured working population data, 
underinsured working population data, and other serviceable population data. Uninsured workers, under-
insured workers, and other serviceable population data will include a combination of demographic data 
and service area business surveys. Finally, the potential economic impacts will consider how existing 
businesses currently benefit from the Post Clinic’s services, the economic value of the workforce 
population served by the Post Clinic, and the significance of the Post Clinic’s contribution to a healthy 
workforce for economic development opportunities in the region.  
 
The Service/Project Requirements will outline the technical and organizational requirements for achieving 
the desired outputs and outcomes of the proposed project. Based on the Market Analysis, the Project 
Requirements will identify the needs that should be addressed that will result in the desired outputs and 
outcomes. The technical requirements will describe the types of facilities and equipment necessary to 
meet the needs. The organizational requirements will describe the operations, funding, and volunteers 
necessary to meet the needs.  
 
The Project Approach will include an alternatives analysis; recommendations for financing and 
sustainability; and suggestions for partnership, provider, and volunteer resources. The alternatives 
analysis will at minimum consider the following options: 1) New Post Clinic Facility; 2) Rehabilitate Existing 
Post Clinic Facility; and 3) No Action. The financing and sustainability recommendations will discuss the 
feasibility of implementing sliding fee scales at the Post Clinic, the sustainability of operations with and 
without incurred debt, and project financing and funding alternatives. Suggestions for partnerships, 
providers, and volunteers will include local, regional, state, and federal resources that will provide 
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additional operational funding, create new services, expand existing services, and increase operational 
hours. These suggestions will also include strategies for recruiting more providers to provide free services 
at the Post Clinic.  
 
The Evaluation and Final Recommendation will summarize the findings of the economic impact and 
feasibility study, define the final project recommendation, and provide a detailed explanation for the 
recommendation.  
 
The Post Clinic Growth Plan/Strategy will be a supplemental document included with the economic impact 
and feasibility study and will outline the strategies and methods for the Post Clinic’s growth based on the 
final recommendation. Components of the Post Clinic Growth Plan Strategy will include, but are not 
limited to: outreach and advertisement, provider and volunteer recruitment, endowment and other 
funding development, fundraising activities, new service and equipment opportunities, and service area 
expansion.  
 
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, options for telehealth should be included with the supplemental 
growth plan/strategy.  Suggestions for the best telehealth model and delivery method(s) that would be 
most beneficial to the Post Clinic for increasing access for patients and improving health outcomes, 
patient satisfaction, and provider satisfaction. 
 
Terms and Conditions 

 

1. Each Respondent shall furnish the information required in the proposal. 
2. The Contract will be awarded to the Respondent whose submittal, conforming to the Request for Proposals, 

will be most advantageous to the City of Mount Sterling, price and other factors considered. 
3. The City of Mount Sterling reserves the right to reject any or all proposals and to waive informalities and minor 

irregularities in proposals received, and to accept any portion of or all items proposal if deemed in its best 
interest to do so. 

4. No submittal shall be withdrawn for a period of thirty (30) days subsequent to the opening of RFPs without 
the consent of the City of Mount Sterling’s delegated representative. 

5. Late or unsigned RFPs will not be accepted or considered.  It is the responsibility of Respondents to ensure 
that the RFP arrives no later than the time indicated in the “Request for Proposal.” 

6. The proposed price shall be exclusive of any Federal or State taxes from which the City of Mount Sterling is 
exempt by law. 

7. Any interpretation, correction or change of the RFP documents will be made by Addendum.  Interpretations, 
corrections and changes of the RFP documents made in any other manner will not be binding, and 
Respondents shall not rely upon such interpretations, corrections and changes.  City of Mount Sterling will not 
be responsible for oral clarification. 

8. Confidential/Proprietary Information:  RFPs submitted in response to this “Request for Proposal” and any 
resulting contract is subject to the provisions of the Kentucky Open Records Act of 1992, KRS 61.870 to 
61.884, as amended.  Any restrictions on the use or inspection of material contained within the proposal and 
any resulting contract shall be clearly stated in the RFP itself.  Confidential/proprietary information must be 
readily identified, marked and separated/packaged from the rest of the proposal.  Co-mingling of 
confidential/proprietary and other information is NOT acceptable.  Neither a proposal, in its entirety, nor 
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proposed price information will be considered confidential/proprietary.  Any information that will be 
included in any resulting contract cannot be considered confidential. 

9. City of Mount Sterling reserves the right to modify the Scope of Services and request revisions to proposals 
prior to entering into a written contract. 

10. Equal Opportunity – The City of Mount Sterling shall carry out all programs and activities in compliance with 
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and other federal laws prohibiting discrimination, and in such a manner 
that no person shall, on the grounds of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age or disability be excluded 
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subject to discrimination with respect to any such 
programs or activities.  By signing the Signature Page, Respondents also agree to comply with Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and other federal laws prohibiting discrimination. 

11. No funds made available under this Agreement may be used in any way, directly or indirectly, to influence 
congressional action on any legislation or appropriation matters pending before Congress; however, this 
Article does not bar communications with Members of Congress as described in Title 18, section 1913, of 
the U.S. Code. 

12. In accordance with Federal Acquisition Regulation 52.209-5, the Respondent shall certify, by signing the 
Signature Page, that to the best of its knowledge and belief, the Respondent and/or its Principals is (are) not 
presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, or declared ineligible for the award of contracts by 
any state or federal agency. For the purposes of this certification, “Principals”, means officers, directors, 
owners, partners, and persons having primary management or supervisory responsibilities within a business 
entity (e.g., general manager, plant manager, head of subsidiary, division, or business segment, and similar 
positions. 
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Evaluation Criteria 
 

A proposal review committee comprised of representatives selected by the Mount Sterling City Council will meet and rank 
all received proposals on June 15, 2020. The City of Mount Sterling will enter into negotiations with the highest ranked 
firm to execute a professional services agreement. If the parties are unable to negotiate a satisfactory agreement, the 
second highest ranked firm will be contacted. Once a firm has been selected, all unsuccessful firms will be notified.  

Please respond to the evaluation criteria with comments that are concise and to the point.  The review committee will 
evaluate and score the submittals using a weighted average based upon: 

 
A. Project Approach (50 Points) 

1. Identify the strategies your firm use to address each of the six components listed in the Scope of Services 
2. Examples of similar studies or projects – quality finished projects. 
3. Innovative solution – discuss project alternatives, and/or opportunities to add value to the project. 
4. On-time and budget – accountability for time, budget and value engineering if needed 
5. Availability. Provide a detailed project schedule highlighting critical path and milestones for completion 

of the project. 
B. Project Team Listing (10 Points) 

1. Provide a listing of team members that will be involved in the process, relevant experience and other 
material that is pertinent and concise. 

C. References (20 Points) 
1. Submit three references for similar studies completed within the last five years, along with contacts for 

the studies. 
D. Cost Proposal (20 Points) 

1. A not-to-exceed amount for all phases of the Scope of Services. 
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Submittal 
 

Proposals should include one (1) marked original, and seven (7) marked copies submitted in a sealed envelope, clearly 
marked as MOUNT STERLING POST CLINC FEASIBILITY STUDY, to the Gateway Area Development District, 110 Lake Park 
Drive, Morehead, KY 40351.  The copies must be exact replicas of the original proposal as individuals on the review 
committee will use the copies submitted. Information omitted from the copies may not be considered in the evaluation.  
Proposals should not exceed 15 single-sided pages not including the signature page. 

Due to the extraordinary circumstances created by the COVID-19 pandemic, firms are now permitted to submit electronic 
responses to the Request for Proposals for the Mount Sterling Post Clinic Feasibility Study. Electronic PDF submissions are 
to be delivered to the following email address: requests@gwadd.org. Electronic submissions must include the following 
subject line: “[Firm Name]: RFP-Mount Sterling Post Clinic Feasibility Study. 

Notice: Should any firms choose to hand deliver the statement of qualifications, please be advised to call ahead and 
schedule an appointment prior to delivery at (606) 780-0090. 

Please submit the following information in the order listed below: 

1. Name of your company/organization 
2. Type of Organization (Corporation, Partnership, etc.) 
3. Address 
4. Names and Address of Project Team or Firm 
5. Contact Person(s) 
6. Telephone, Fax, Email 
7. Project Approach 
8. Project Team Listing 
9. References 
10. Cost Proposal 
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Signature Page 
 
Failure to complete, sign and return this signature page with your proposal may be cause for rejection. 
 

Contact Information Response 
 
Company Name 
 

 

 
Name and Title of Primary Contact 
Person 
 

 

 
Company Address 
 
 

 

 
Phone Number 
 

 

 
Email Address 
 

 

 
Company Website if applicable 
 

 

 
By signing below, I certify that: 
I am authorized to bid on my company’s behalf. 
I am not currently an employee of the City of Mount Sterling. 
 
 
              
Signature of Person Authorized to Bid on Firm’s Behalf                Date  
 
Note:  If you cannot certify the above statements, please explain in the space provided below. 
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